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Upper Yukon River Chinook Salmon

Focus on salmon upstream of Whitehorse, YT
Credit: Sonny Parker

Upper Yukon River Chinook Salmon
• Historic reports suggest abundance was once very high
(perhaps up to 10,000 salmon! (Cox 1999) )
• Major declines occurred prior to and during the 20th
century (Gold Rush, commercial harvest)
• Since 1958, ~950 salmon have returned annually to the
Whitehorse Hydro Plant (~250 fish in 2019 and 2020)

Upper Yukon River Chinook Salmon
• While exact numbers and timing of declines are
uncertain, it is clear many more salmon were once
present in the Upper Yukon River.
• Many factors may have contributed to these declines.

Credit: Sonny Parker

Credit: TBD

Upper Yukon River Chinook Salmon
Defining project objectives

Relative score (high score represents
high magnitude)

• CWF hosted a meeting with potential partners in Whitehorse, 2016
What is the magnitude of each threat or limiting factor to the
recovery of Upper Yukon River Chinook Salmon?
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Upper Yukon River Chinook Salmon
How certain are you regarding the magnitude that you selected for each
threat or limiting factor?
6

Where are salmon
spawning? Little evidence of
Southern Lakes spawning
but recently salmon have
been caught in Tagish Lake
(Herkes 2015)
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Goal/objectives 1: Terminal locations in the Upper Yukon River

1) Identify depleted stocks that are candidates for
restoration along with potential spawning
restoration sites.
Objectives were to assess:
• What terminal locations exist above the WHP and what
proportion of the population spawns in each location;
• Where salmon spawn in the Michie Creek - M’Clintock
River system;
• Whether some fish that pass the WHP fail to reach
spawning sites.

Goal/objectives 2: Passage success of the WHP Fishladder

2) Evaluate Chinook Salmon passage at the Whitehorse
Rapids Fishladder
Objectives were to assess:
• What proportion of salmon approaching the WHP
successfully pass the ladder;
• Whether there are certain sections of the fish ladder that are
difficult for salmon to navigate;
• Behaviour of salmon within the fish ladder.

Credit: Sonny Parker

Whitehorse Hydro Plant
• The Whitehorse Hydro Plant was constructed in 1958 and
is the largest source of energy in the Yukon (40 MW).
• Fish hatchery supplements naturally-reared offspring in
Michie Creek, Wolf Creek, and the M’Clintock River.
• 366 m long wooden fish ladder allows salmon to pass the
dam.

Credit: Sonny Parker

Credit: Sonny Parker

Whitehorse Hydro Plant
•
•
•
•

Fish ladder ascends 18m to Schwatka Lake.
Divided into 51 steps + flat stretches.
Salmon can move over top of weirs or move through slots.
Viewing chamber allows salmon to be captured easily by a
manual gate operated during the day.

Weir
Slot

Methods

• Capture salmon at the viewing chamber or
by gill net

• Gill netting completed as per Eiler et
al. (2014) who had 98% recovery
• 3:1 hang to entangle fish (vs. gill)
• Net constantly watched, salmon cut
out
Credit: Sonny Parker

Methods
• Tag salmon with acoustic (and radio) transmitters

Credit: Sonny Parker

Methods

• Deploy receivers to detect tagged salmon that
swim by.

Methods
Tagging sites

• Deployed 18-40 acoustic receivers throughout known
range of salmon
–

+20 receivers deployed by Environment Yukon in the Southern
Lakes

Objective 1: Terminal locations after passing the WHP
• 160 salmon tagged at the Whitehorse Rapids Fishladder viewing
chamber
– 79% wild, 21% hatchery (historic = 40% wild)
– 78% male, 22% female (historic = 26% female)
– Most salmon tagged earlier in the run

Where did these tagged salmon go?

Objective 1: Terminal locations after passing the WHP (N = 160)

Objective 1: Where salmon spawn in the Michie Creek - M’Clintock
River system (N=135)

Mostsalmon
salmonterminate
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Salmon terminate here

Michie Creek

M’Clintock River

Salmon enter Michie Lake and one
entered Fox Creek briefly

Objective 1: What other terminal locations exist?

• 5% of salmon (both sexes and origins) passing the WHP
terminate in Wolf Creek.
• At least one salmon used the Wolf Creek Fish Ladder.
• One empty female carcass (tagged) was recovered
downstream of Wolf Creek in mainstem Yukon River.
Spawned female
1. 3% (2019)
0% (2018)
0% (2017)

Wolf Creek
Wolf Creek

Objective 1: Do some salmon that pass the WHP fail to reach
spawning sites?

• 12% of salmon passing the WHP return downstream of
the dam (mostly males and likely through the spillway).
• Most salmon seem to survive and terminate on Robert
Service Way, other Yukon River sites, or in the Takhini
River.
McIntyre Creek

• Both wild and hatchery salmon fell back.
Rotary Park
• In 1997 and
1998,
fall back (>24 h) occurred for
Robert
Service delayed
Way
3% (2019)
8% of1.Pacific
Salmon passing the fishway at Bonneville
Dam
ViewingColumbia
chamber (0 km) River (Reischel and Bjornn 2003).
Dam of the
0% (2018)
0% (2017)

Schwatka Lake
Miles Canyon
Yukon River by Wolf Creek

Lewes Dam
Above Lewes Dam (30 km)

Objective 1: What other terminal locations exist?
• 3% of salmon terminated in the Southern Lakes from 2017-2020.
• One wild male salmon appears to have terminated in the Tutshi
River (2019) and another terminated in Atlin Lake (2018).
• Two hatchery salmon traveled through Tagish Lake but came back
downstream.

• In the Columbia
River, a study of ~1,000 Chinook Salmon found 2.5% stray rate
1. 3% (2019)
(2018)
(Keefer et al.0%
2008)
0% (2017)

Tutshi River

Atlin Lake

Objective 1: What other terminal locations exist?

• Elders have reported catching a small number of
salmon in Atlin Lake and seeing them in Pine
Creek many decades ago.
• Radio telemetry in 1979 revealed one salmon
likely terminated in Pine Creek of Atlin Lake
(Cleugh and Russell 1980).

Objective 2: Passage success of the WHP Fishladder

2) Evaluate Chinook Salmon passage at the Whitehorse
Rapids Fishladder
Credit: Sonny Parker

Objective 2: Passage success of the WHP Fishladder
• In 2017-2018 pilot studies were conducted to determine the best approach to
capturing salmon (gill netting chosen).
• To understand whether salmon were able to complete their migration after gill
net capture and tagging, 15 fish were captured on the Takhini River .
– One salmon did not move upstream, 14 salmon migrated >50 km upstream
(gill netting does not prevent salmon from completing their migration).

Netting site (n=15)
50 km

Objective 2: Passage success of the WHP Fishladder
• Yukon River
• 56 fish captured by gill net on the Yukon River (36 attempted passage).
• There is a considerable population below the WHP!

Netting site (n=56)

Did not attempt passage (n=20)

Attempted passage (n=36)

Objective 2: Passage success of the WHP Fishladder

• Receivers at the WHP revealed salmon movement
below and through the ladder.
Attempted passage (n=36)

Objective 2: Passage success of the WHP Fishladder
• 36 fish tagged by gill net approached the WHP

Important caveats!
overall passage
- Despite high success of salmon 33%
on the
Takhini River, salmon may still have
been impaired from tagging
- Annual sample sizes were small. Median overall passage = 50 h [27 - 564 h]
- Salmon could approach the dam as simple exploratory behaviour (but
evidence suggests salmon forays above RSW are usually to Lewes Dam)
- No other population in the world has to pass a fish ladder after such a long
migration!
2. 77% of fish

1. 86% of fish
36 salmon
Rotary Centennial Foot Bridge

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Attraction efficiency
Entrance efficiency
Passage efficiency (to turning basin)
Passage efficiency (turning basin to chamber)
Passing efficiency (chamber to fishway exit)

Objective 2: Passage success of the WHP Fishladder

Median overall passage = 50 h [27 - 564 h]

Median entry = 1.3 h [0.4– 521 h]

Median attraction to entrance = 1.7 h [0.5 – 7 h]
Rotary Centennial Foot Bridge

• Salmon frequently moved in and out of the ladder.

Objective 2: What salmon fail to pass?
• Females tended to have
lower passage success (18%)
than males (47%).
– Females attempted
passage (mean = 56 h)
longer than males (mean
= 27 h) before giving up.
• Passage success was not
related to the size of fish.
• Salmon that passed the ladder attempted passage more
often and for a longer duration. Fitter fish, greater passage?

Objective 2: Passage success of the WHP Fishladder
• Diel behaviour of salmon within
the fish ladder.
– Salmon use the ladder throughout
all hours of the day.
– Attraction to the ladder entrance
higher during the day, same with
time spent in the viewing chamber.
– Salmon spend time in the viewing
chamber at night and during the
day without passing (up to 50 h
between first and last attempts).

Entrance

Gate must be lifted to let
salmon through

First step

Chamber

Salmon move into chamber

Objective 2: What happens to salmon that fail to pass?
• Female carcasses were collected from the Yukon River
downstream of Robert Service Way all the way to
McIntyre Flats. We compared this to females on the
Teslin River.
• Most females had partial
spawning success, but overall
egg retention was higher on
the Yukon River (22% of
fecundity) than on the Teslin
River (6%).

What do carcass surveys tell us about ladder passage?
Let’s assume the difference between the two rivers in complete-spawning rates is
related to failed passage at the hydro plant.

34% of females
completely spawn

78% of females
completely spawn

Using carcass survey data to inform passage estimates
• Let’s assume salmon that fail passage (and do not reach natal spawning sites) do
not completely-spawn below the WHP.
• How many salmon would have to fail to pass the dam to observe a ‘completespawning’ rate of 34% in females below the WHP (compared to 78% on the Teslin
River)…

?

Using carcass survey data to inform passage estimates
Step 3: Combine telemetry and carcass survey data to estimate the overall passage rate.
Telemetry data were used to identify terminal locations. Carcass survey data were used to estimate the proportion of
’upstream natal fish’ that terminated downstream of the WHP. We assume that fish that fell back after passing the ladder
were ‘downstream natal fish’ and had equal spawning success to other ‘downstream natal fish’ that did not fall back.
A

H = Proportion of A that terminated
downstream of the WHP
H=B+E+G
H = 33.3% + 44.5% + 2.7%
H = 80.4%

B

E

M = Proportion of ‘upstream natal
fish’ in A
M=H*K
M = 45.0%

C

I = Proportion of Teslin River female carcasses
completely spawning= 78% (as per DFO <100
eggs).*
J = Proportion of ‘downstream natal fish’ in H
K = Proportion of ‘upstream natal fish’ in H = 1-J
L = Proportion of Yukon River female carcasses
completely spawning = 34% = I*J + Y(K)
Y = Assumed proportion of 'upstream natal fish'
completely spawning downstream of the WHP = 0%
0.34 = 0.78J + 0*(1-J)
J = 44% (Proportion of ‘downstream natal fish’ in H)
K = 56% (Proportion of ‘upstream natal fish’ in H)

N = Proportion of A that passed WHP
N = (C*D)
N = 22%
D

G

O = Overall passage rate at the WHP
O = N/(N+M)
O = 32.7% overall passage rate*
*accounts for overshoot but assigns a single passage rate
for both sexes.

Appendix 1.
How would hypothetical changes in the observed proportion of complete spawners in the population
downstream of the WHP affect our estimated overall passage rate?
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Hypothetical observed proportion of completely spawned carcasses
downstream of the WHP
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Objective 2: How does this compare?
• Average upstream passage success for salmonids in fishways =
62% (Noonan et al. 2012; Bunt et al. 2016).
• Previous fishway studies for Chinook Salmon in the Columbia
River have measured passage success between 77-100% (Bunt et
al. 2016).

Conclusions
• The primary spawning site upstream of Whitehorse is
Michie Creek, with evidence that the entirety of the creek
is important for spawning.
• Salmon also terminate in Wolf Creek, M’Clintock River,
the Southern Lakes, and the Yukon River mainstem.
• Salmon passage at the fish ladder is lower than observed
for southern populations, particularly for females.
• Findings from this work may be used to inform
restoration efforts for Chinook Salmon in the Yukon River.

Thank you all!

+ many volunteers!

Questions?
william.twardek@gmail.com
nlapointe@cwf-fcf.org

Objective 1: What other terminal locations exist?
September
3rd
August
24th
Tutshi River

Salmon did not go past here

• Scenario 1: Salmon entered Tutshi River (Aug 24), and drifted out
after spawning (Sep 3)

Objective 1: What other terminal locations exist?
September
3rd
August
24th
Tutshi River

Salmon did not go past here

• Scenario 2: Salmon approached Tutshi River (Aug 24), moved
downstream, then repeated (Sep 3)

